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MARCUS.
tiques
productive office: Student Life;
Favorite University Vice-Presi-
dent: Dr. Ovid Lewis, Academic
and Student Services; Nova
Knight Advisor of the Year: Dr.
Darlene Thurston, Academic
Support; Most Active
Staffperson: Lori Savka, Student
Life; Nova Knight Faculty Person
of the Year, Nova College: Dr.
Barbara Brodman, Liberal Arts;
Law Center: Dr. Roger I. Abrams,
and Dr. Paul Joseph; Most
Popular Major: Legal. Studies;
MostSchoolSpirit Administrator:
Mr. Brad Williams, Director of
Student Life; Faculty: Dr. Bar-
bara Brodman, Liberal Arts;
Staff: Mary Boyd, Marketing;
Student:Cleveland Ferguson III;
Law Center: Dr. Roger I. Abrams;
Nova Knight Administratorofthe
Year: Dr. Phil DeTurk, Dr. Jo-
seph Lakovitch; Nova Knight
Campus Organization of the
Year, Nova College: The Nova
University Black Student Asso-
ciation; Law Center: Phi Alpha
FIRST continued on p8Qe 5
INCREASE
By A.ka A.li
The musicof Holstfilled
The tension of antici-
pation weaved with the netes--
almost choking them.
And the winner is ...
Belinda M. Gonzalez,
a contributing reporter who was
painted into a long flowing gown,
was the Mistress of Ceremonies
of the First Annual Nova Knight
Awards held on April 17, 1991,
at 5:15pm in the Rosenthal
Student Center.
Other contributing re- •
porters, editors and specialguest
presenters: Dr. Steven E. Alford,
Advisor of The Nova Knight;
Michelle Milchman, Director of
the Career Resource Center;
Lisa Muellner, SGA Senate
President; and Dixie
Goodknight, guest columnist;
announced the winners in semi
formal attire.
The winners are: Most
the air.
DEANS SHINE AT THE FIRST ANNUAL
NOVA KNIGHT AWARDS GALA
TUITION
PERSON
Architecture
Institutions
Products-now an-
so well that people are willing to
pay for it. Quality product or
service should be foremost in
the mission and goals of an or-
ganization," he continued.
Marcus presented
some general ideas and views
on business in the 21 st century.
Marcus predicted that
in the 21st century, people will
look at the 20th century in terms
of its:
Advertisements
Designs of things we
use in daily life
News commentaries
"They will seG the evo-
lution from manpower to horse-
power, the industrial revolution
and the demise of quality due to
loss of pride, interest, and own-
ership in products and services,·
stated Marcus.
-"They will see how
businesspeople losttrackof how
to deal with customers, perhaps
because of impersonalization of
marketing,· he continued.
"Computers are good
MARCUS continued on page 5
PROPOSED
FIRST.IN
Stanley Marcus
delivery entailing reasons why a
business will succeed. He
asked, what the reason for go-
ing into business should be? For
profit? NO!
"Profits,·hestated, "are
the result of rendering a product
orserviceofgood enough quality
to give service or utility. A
business should do something
introduction included some
backround on the Nieman-
Marcus Corporation and some
specific items of interest con-
cerning Stanley Marcus.
Mr. Marcus easily en-
veloped our attention with some
humorous quips and a soft, easy
STANLEY
Imust admit, that when
the invitation to bring students
from our classes to attend the
Fort Lauderdale Breakfast Fo-
rum, hosted by Vice President
Steven L. Goldstein and the
Office of Corporate and Rela-
tion Foundations, I had some
mixed emotions.
Leaving home at 6:00
am to get to the 7:00 am affair
was in itself, a task. However,
this turned out to be an enrich-
ing event for me in a couple of
ways: 1. Stanley Marcus, and
2. observing the appreciation
and participation ofthe students
from my Personnel Administra-
tion class. The AnacaPri-Quality
Inn main dining room was filled
with about 300 executives,
educators, and political figures
form three counties, as well as
Nova [personnel] and students.
Mr. Stanley Marcus
was introduced by his secretary
Phil Rundell who played a role
similar to Ed McMahon intro-·
ducing Johnny Carson. The
By !Dr. larry 18. Brandt
!Professor, Business
!Department
R E J E C
MeliSsa G. Poche'
Pioneer Middle School in Coo-
per City.
Future plans include
Melissa will be gradu- graduate school in Tulane Uni-
atingthis spring with a Bachelors versity, louisiana.
in General Psychology and a She hasbeen awarded
speciality in Substance Abuse ._.a full five-year scholarship to
In addition to striving in Student of the year see page 5
By Belinda M. Gonzalez
MELISSA POCHE': NOVA'S
FIRST STUDENT OF THE YEAR
academia, Melissa is the trea~
surer of the Alpha Chi Honor
Society, an active member of
the·Psychology Club and the
Student Orientation Staff.
Melissakeeps inshape
by also ooaching a track team at
TUITION VOUCHER
S L AS H
P RO P OS A L
By Melia. Tebeau
Oh boy, Lawton Chiles Liberal Studies Senior,
is offering up the ultimate April Melissa G. Poche', received an
Fools joke: he is cutting your honorable mention in Florida.
tuition voucher. Leadermagazine's 1991 Florida
Under a proposal College· Student of the Year
drafted by the Governor'sOffice Contest.
the tuition voucher would be cut She is one of 21 stu-
from 1200 dollars to less than dents and among 14 honorable
500 annually. mention winners.
It is apparent that this Melissa's prizes in-
changewouldbeaheavyburdenclude $250 in scholarships,
on the. pocket books of less magazine subscriptions and
wealthy students. passes to Busch Gardens.
Chiles is hoping you A resident of Cooper
will think this is a joke timed for City, Melissawasvery surprised
April, but if you sit back and do and yet honored to be selected.
nothing you will be the fool. Melissa was chosen
The Florida Tuition because of herability to balance
Voucher was set up by the state superioracademicperformance
to. oompensate students Who ". with community service and seJf-
attend private institutions. supporting efforts throughout
Last year the tuition school.
voucher provided 16,344 stu-
dents with a total of $18 million
of aid.
The tuition voucher
CHILES continued on pa~ 5
"Basically he gave me
histhoughts and Igavehimmine.
If found out that it's out of Nova
College's hands. The only way
we can tackle this is to approach
the [Board of. Trustees]"
TUITION continued on page 5
When the Student
Government Association found
out that the Board of Trustees
would be voting on a proposed
tuition 11 % increase on May
18, 1991, they began to take
action.
lisa Muellner, SGA
Senate President had a meeting
with Dr. Abraham S. Fischler,
President of Nova University.
Raising tuition is the only
way to balance the bud-
get,---President Fischler.
POSSIBLE TUITION
INCREASE FOR
NOVA STUDENTS
AGAIN: NOT IF SGA
CAN HELP IT
By Aka Ali and Jay Ken
Thomas J. Palumbo
and his wife, Catherine B.
Palumbo, have pledged
$200,000 to the Shepard Broad
Law Center of Nova University.
In recognition of their
gift, the large lecture hCiIl in the
Center's new Leo Goodwin, Sr.,
Hall will be named in theirhonor.
"Catherine and I feel
very strongly about the S,hepard
Broad Law Center and its dedi-
cation to it students,· stated
Thomas J. Palumbo of Coral
Springs. :
"Having the lecture hall
named in our honor will be an
exceptional ·Iegacy for the
Palumbo family,· he oontinued.
Palumbo, a local busi-
nessman, has been a strong
supporter of the Shepard Broad
Law Center from which his wife,
Catherine, will graduate in May
1990.
Palumbo also serves
on the law Center's Board of
Governors. .
IZED WITH NAMING OF
LAW SCHOOL LECTURE
HAL L
DONATION continued on page 4
:(
Page 2 The Nova Knight EDITORIALS
• Or call 1.,.800-
2~TESTmfor
more informa-
tionabout
the location
nearest you.
/'
REGISTER NOW AND'
ANDRECEI,VE $50 OFF
what the admissions office LOOKS
·for in grad school applicants.
More for Your MoneylAGuide·to the
Government's Bargain Basel'l1ent.
By K8vinHawkins
'm''.0·..'0'Theyaren't looking for,lOO.kalikes. They're
. ..afterstudents that stand out (Note our
friendwiththepemwtt.)Thekindofstudentsthat haveattended
TheIRonkin Educational Group's Grad Bound.program, the grad-
uate schoolprepprogram that not only teaches you how to score
highon theLSAl: GMAT or GRE, but shows you howto write
.' academic resumes and personalstatements thatgetyou noticed
lfyouwanttobespottedasastudentwith~'headforThe
''':Rotl1dnB1utationalGmup.CallnDW~otirftit'diagnostiCtest.
'.OIie-OI1-onea,t$ltiOI1· •.Flexiblehours
.'Unlimited tUtorial' • Ongoing diagnostic evaluation
if you want to get in. you've got to stand out.
Plsntalj~~ m.
(305) 37{)79300 EB1ItU III It n 8UP'
CoralSprinQS -- ..
(305)·753 9J66, Kendall.
r~~7~8~~0-0649 (305) 253-1232
·(FonnerlyJanet Ronkin'sCollege Bound) .
I
(continued on page 13)
Nova
.Student's on
Plagi~arism,
Part 11
By'Zelica Grieve
Essay '1
Our
Reporter
Co.nimunity RelatiOns
Copy "Editor .
Reporter
Columnist
Reporter
Reporter
Reporter
GraphiesCoordin'ators
Poetry E~itor
Graphics Coordinator
Intramural Sports Coordinator
Busfness'Manager
AssistanfBusiness.Manager
Graphics Artist
Editor~in-Chief
A$sociaje, Editor I Photographer
Sports Editor . .
News Editor
Nova Life Editor
'Entertainment Editor
Reporter
Faculty Advisor
.'
Please Support
Advertisers
Business Starr
Louis G. Badami Jr.
sandra Watson
Tammy Bady
~oRtrJbutiDtStafr
{, ~.'O<,' ,.' , ..
Cleveland Ferguson UI
Kevin Hawkins
Errol Bodie
Sandra Watson
Betty Sylvestre
Jax
Elizabeth Remponeau
Dr. Stev~tr E. Alford
ution Vouchers and "Absolute Strangers"
A pair ofeditorials by Jay lI<ell
An IEditori~l:by Cleveland. Ferguson!1I
LASTWOR,D
Dear Nova University:
..TbmCardamon. .
Andrea Carter
Michelle Ehrman
ge6nda M. Gonzal&z
·Oix~ Goodn~ht
Jay Kell
Dean Moran
LoriSavka
MicroLab Staff
HarrvStone
CoJeyTaub'
JeQnifer Vosseller
The--money that I am
refering to is from the Florida
TUition Voucher(FTV), which
was established in 1979. The
FTV is setup as an aid for state
residents who want to attend
, accredited irldependant institu-
- (oontinued on page 13)
I would like to thank
God for bringing me through
Well, we've made it. another year, a. little wiser,
This is the last issue of The stronger, and experiencedthal'l
Nova K~ightfor,the, 19~0-91 the year before. . . .. Have you ever over-
academlcyear..•and 1m stJllthe heard an idea from another in-
-Ed~or-in-Chief. Although .the . I w~uld like to, than~ dividual and then presented itas
K~lght ha~ .a ro~h st~rt, filled the contributing staff for their your.own? Have you ever found
vvith growing pmnsas ~ pa,rt of support.throughout t~e year.. Ian old paper you wrote
l
infl~h.
the$tudent .~mI1WO.~~tlons..would. like to· espeCIally .thank ..•. scho"or for'sdifferentclass and
p~n,~r;,~ :VJe!~.~~~:;t~~,~vet. 'AKa,~a~dBelindaGt!lnzaJez·>thenturn8d(itinto jl:,differentcha~~g'$tatf,lh~,e 6f~~jwho f~r !.helr ~lne. and/oLcont!:oyer~ ;:teacl1er?"'HaveYdu:ever "bor~.'
survn.:ed made a great .leap for- Sial contnbutlons. "towed- it..·frferid'$ .·paper and
w~rdln technology. We st~rt~d . ' turn'ed inn as your own? Have
~ith total manu~llayout. Within Most of all, I would hke. you everpaid someone else to
flvemonths.w~Ju'."pe~tocom. to t~.ank ~ycor~ sta~: Errol writeapaperforyou?Haveyou
pletecomputenzatlon with Aldus Bodle, K,evln Hawkins, Klmt>erly ever oopied'information from a
Page Maker, R. Larkins, Jack .Margo, and sourcewithoutcrediting the au-
, , .' Harry Stone.. Wit~out you, this thor? Those who answered yes
I' beh~ve thatexpen- paperwould haye JU~ ~n .an- to any of these questions have,
encemakesadlfference. Asthe other Nova Knight In its ninth knowingly or not, committed
staff gained mor~ ,experience, reg~neration downhill-once plagiarism.
the paper transltloned from agarn. Most people have a
·spotlighth$aven" to distinct .' single-minded attitude when it
newspaper s~tions with I would like to give a comes to the defenceof p1agia-
Universtiy-wide news stories. , paragraph ot thanks to the per- rism. Marly believe plagiarism is
son whose demand for compe- merely oopying word for word
. On behalf·oIThe·Nova tence,:consistency; anq,organi- from another author and then
•. Kmghtstaff;1 W6u·Id-Hke·iothank zation oould o!'ly be occasion~ submitting those as their own
, y~ulor ~~u~ patience;cbnsider~ .. >ally ·rivaled·~ythe editors of the WOrk. SuCh a definition,ts ,far
atlon, cntlclsms and support as NewYorkTlmes-Dr. Steven E. .from the actual meaning of the
you watched us evolve into a Alford. Thank you for fhepush. ~ term plagiarism. The Webster's
relatively dependable source of New Collegiate Dictionary de-
information serving tne Nova fines plagiarism as/10 to steal
University oommunity. .and pass off the ideas or words
---....--------.. of another as one's own; 2) to
use acreatedproductionwithout
crediting the source; 3) to oom-
mit literarytheft; and4)topresent
a new and original idea or-,
productderived from an existing
source. Using this definition,
cheating can be classified as a-'
1Qr.m ·aplagiarism•.Cheating .. is
defined ,in the Webster's Colle-
<. Absolute Strangers' is giate 0ict!0naryas 1)to.pr~ctice
about a woman who was in a car fraud ortrickery; and 2)19VIOlate
-accident that leftherm a coma rules dishonestly. These defini-
This woman,Nancy Klein, was t~ons corre~~nd to t~edefini­
thrEle months pregnant.at the tlonsofplaglarlSl1l. F?n.nsta~e,
time of the accident In order for a stude~whoplaglan~es Isa':1the doctors. to improve her fraudulent authorwho IS know~' .
chance for a full reooveryand ingly Violati~9 ru.l~s esta?lish~d
save herlife, theythoughtitwould by, most unlve~ities, which ctic-
tate that all assignments turned
. (~ntinu~9 on pag.e.13) . 1n'by studEintsmust be oF~inal
,···s ,'. ; .1. 22. :) , ·",'workof.theirown:·,'. )
I ; t' ". •.•<.•,;:;'~ .. '~' ~;',>, •.• '... ' -,' ., ., 2 , ','...;...... Jostas cheating is',' ;~.,'I':{.f!.e.;~Qya.,J.5,I}ig~~~fI: :~":,' ,>.".J : 2 " ' •• - .' '. wrong, plagiarism is equally
dishonest. Plagiarism steals
original ideas from one author, .,
and atthesametime, presents a
false representation of the in-
tended author's thoughts or
knowledge. The whole purpose
ofwriting istoenhancesrudentS'
oommunication skills andto help
them bacomemore knowledge-
able·in the prbCess. When stu-
denl$plagiarize,theydonotgain
the enlightenment. that COmes
:trom the carrying out of their.. .
assignments. ."" .... >. 's' A lot of ~plecpm- inquisitive of .t0rmer President
. ;"Des'piteth.:ethical:-p!ain th~Jbe.y see little being Reagan's Daily Schedule, but
certitude thatplaglarism is ,donetor them by the Federal it's an even bet that Geo~geis
wrong, the rate of plagiarism Gov't that extends beyond using it now for the samep~r­
remains high among college hopeless red-taping and time- pose. Call:202-456-2343forthis
students. An editori.al from the -bungling. BuUhe.Federal Gov't service. Also, the First Lady has
Ft. lauderdale Sun-Sentinel DOES offer some very sweet a similiar phone line at 202-456-
reported that,in a.surVey oon- deals for the informed public to 6269. Both calls are abargain at
du.ctedof 1,629undergraduates take advantageof if itonly knew. something around 11 cents per
attending. the University of Whatfollows is a wide variety of minute, better than the 976- .
Florida, 70% admitted to cheat- Gov't services andpublications, DUCK line, eh.
ing.Amongthepopularformsof som~free and others not, that Forthe oostofaflag,or
cheating mentioned in thearticte, give you .MORE FOR YOUR so it .is advertised,your~­
plagiarizing term papers·was MONEY. gressmancan havetheArchitect
fisted. If you can't afford a trip of the Capital flY your own'Stars
Why are so many-eol- toWashington,D.C.andwantto . and Stripes over the Capitol
lege students cheating them- know wherethePresldentmay . Building on THE DAY YOU
selves out of an edu~atio!'l? For be visiting in his busy schedule, SPECIFY.Ratherthan specify,' I
many, the pressure. of making there is a recorded message recommend that you DEMAND
high enough grades and meet- that' can provide you with his the day it be flown, after all, you
, daily plans. This phone number ,
was originally.used to inform the (oontlnued on page 13)
. _. ..; , ,,~8f~~Iy, I. received at, .'. Lastn~hti I sat and
,_ .. _.. J$.....ttl.'.~...{.,.fro.IJl.•.. 1.he....:.p.re$.ld.,.:.,e... 0.,t 9... f our:'~ wat.Ched'.·~O,lut.e-s.tr.an.'~'~ onUniversIty, Dr. Abraham. CBS (April 14.9PU),amadefor
::... ·:;.'f!S9HI~r~·8'~§~fI1l);ltilJ~PossW· ·nmo~WSe6 Ona'thie"sfory.
'. bility of my financial' aid being .
cut by $700.00.
1
"
~
i.
OPINION EDITORIALS The Nova Knight Page 3
A checklist of common
symptoms to help' surviVors of
sexualabuse identify,helT'!selves
and to let them know that there
are some very real reasons for
their problems:
1. Fearof being alone, ofthedark
2. Nightmares, night terrors
3. Alienation from body-not at
home in own body
4. Splitting
5. Failure to heed signals of body
or take care of it
6. Eating disorders, alcoholism,
drug abuse, or total abstinence
7. Phobias
8. Need to be invisible, perfect or
bad
9. Self-destructiveness, or abuse
10. Depression
11.GuiltlShame,lowself-esteem,
(continued on page 13)
Sexual abuse is espe-
cially common in alcoholic fami-
lies, due to the alcoholic's dam-
aged judgement, disordered
sexuality, and weakened moral
system. Often, the alcoholic
doesn't remember the experi-
ence. Or, applying the same de-
fenses as he does to his drinking
behaviors, he denies, minimizez,
and projects his blame onto the
victim.- These defenses are not
exclusive to alcoholism, but they
are common within the popula-
tion of sexual offenders, and not
attributable to the disease of al-
coholism. When it comes to
sexual abuse, no matter the form
or degree, there Is no excuse!
When ~omeone says "NOW, that
is all there is. NO.
Tyschka, a.k.a.: Lady Squeeze
blood relationship, that deter-
mines the damaging effects of
the experience.
In 1953, a 4 year old
is molested in the back seat of
a car in broad daylight, on a
main thoroughfare. This tragic .
event went undiscussed for 26
years.
A 9 y~ar old girl is
brutally beaten by her older
brother,then violently raped.
She did not talk about it for 21
years.
At 16, a teen-ager is
raped by two boys she knows
within 2 weeks of each other.
Painfully, she told an older fe-
male about it. in response, the
woman blamed the teen-ager
and asked, 'What did you ex-
pect?·
Instances of sexual
abuse, such as these, are such
traumaticviolations of trust that
people often forget it even oc-
curred.
A 40 year old woman
who has already specified
boundaries of undesirable
sexual activities to her lover is
forced to partake in an un-
wanted sexual activity.
One of the worst
forms of sexual abuse, incest
is the use of a minor child to
meet the sexual or emotional
needs of an adult in a position
of trust or authority with that
child. That adult may be a par-
ent, mother's boyfriend,
babysitter, teacher, step-par-
ent or long time friend of the
family. It is the abuse of the
power relationship, not the
Contrary to common
belief, sexual abuse does not
require overt. sexual interac-
tion. Sexual abuse can mean
simply being touched in a way
you did not want to be.
the killing of a human being, not
self-defense (self-preservation)
orthe killing of a worthless fetus.
Abortion is one of the
greatest technological and sci-
entific advancements in history.
It benefits all of us, especially
those who are unwanted. Who
wants to live a life of loneliness
and despair? It's far better to be
dead. Don't worry about those
children who would have lived
happyfulfilling livesonthis planet.
Like Huxley said in Brave New
World, what's one life compared
to the betterment of civilization?
It is such a small price to pay for
convenience.
Recently a new use for
this marvel called abortion was
diSCOVered by the scientificcom-
munity. They found that fetal tis-
sue has important medical ap-
plications. Astounding! Not
only is abortion a social bless-
ing, but the very fetal corpse
itself is now found to have heal-
ing properties. Abortion,will thee
never cease to amaze. We can
only guess what wonders abor-
tion may hold for us in the future.
Perhaps, we can create a mas-
ter human race through selec-
tive abortion, or even eliminate
geneticand hereditarydiseases.
Oh, to see that day!
ing the view? Well, the state
thought you might ratherwnjoy a
little moreschool, driving school.
At driving school you get your
own seat with your very own
textbook and no, it doesn't count
towards your degree. However,
if you dosurvive the four hours of
lectures on how bad you drive,
the state will reward you with a
certificate of completion that can
be redeemed at your nearest
drivers license office. The V.I.P.
schooloption is nattree. They,
-,
(continued on page 13)
Murder is defined as
Remember that Sat-
urday you were planning on
spending on the beach , just
taking in some rays and enjoy-
Third, suicide would be
eliminated because only un-
wanted children commit suicide.
And finally, poverty and starva-
tion could be eradicated. Poverty
would be ended by aborting all
children born into poor families.
Starvation would soon follow
because it is mostoften the ppor
who starve.
on! Don't forget there is a 4
dollar charge for every single
mile in excess of the posted
speed limit. Lets sayyoudecide
. to go 80 M.P.H. in a 55 M.P.H.
zone. The ticket would cost
you a smooth 156 dollars. If
you cannot afford this the state
has another option open for
you.
Unfortunately, abortion
is often accompanied by contro-
versy. Controversy that is usu-
ally stirred upby radical "Right to
Lifers·who claim that abortion is
murder! What nonsense. If it
wasn't for the hard-working dili-
gence of numerous Pro-Choice
organizations we may not have
been able to abort the numberof
children that we have.
Annoying Pro-Life
groups always claim that abor-
tion is wrong because we do not
letchildren decide theirownfate,
which would of course be life.
This is more nonsense. Who
would want to be born into this
world or live in it? Anyhow it is
the mother who has to carry that
child, so she should be able to
kill it if she wants to. Who are
they to tell a woman what to do
with her body? A woman's right
to choose. is much more impor-
tant than a child's right to live. It
is not really a child anyway until
the moment it is born. It is only a
fetus.
_ Many social problems
existinourworld. Problemssuch
as overcrowding, suicide, un-
wanted pregnancies and chil-
dren, poverty and starvation.
There is a solution however:
Abortion.
By now one may be
asking, "Howdoes abortion solve
the problems in today's ~oci­
ety?" First, by having mandatory
abortions (as is done in China)
world population can be con-
strained to a steady level.
Progress.
Abortion is the answer
to most of our social dilemmas.
fA panacea. It is simple, conve-
nient and quick. Why should a
woman be burdened with an
unwanted child especially if she
is unmarried? Why suffer all the
embarrassment when the solu-
tionis adrive and acheck away?
And if she is poorwhy dishout all
the money to feed the littlechild?
Second, it is a known
fact (at least it is a known fact
among our elite academia-a
very noble, omniscient breed.)
that if a baby is born into an
environment ofcrime, it will most
likely follow this path later in life.
Solution-abort them. Do not
worry about the occassional
child, who would have grown up
to become a decent citizen,
maybe even a public servant
such as President. We are talk-
ing about percentages here.
But the emotional scars live
on, confusing the victims and
interfering with healthy rela-
tionships.- Ongoing problems
with trust, touch, compulsive
behaviors, paralyzing depres-
sion, guilt, sex and relation-
ships can, when the cause is
~=================================~1u~~,~C~~~clI' i control.
lBy Daniel lB. Heeren
Speeding Thru the Sunshine State--The Costs
If you have never gone
through the pleasure of receiv-
ing a speeding ticket in the state
of Florida, then let me paint you
a picture. Florida is one of the
worst states in which to get in
trouble with yourdriver's license.
Onceyou receivethe initial ticket,
the fun begins.
By Robert Vasquez
Abort for the Benefit of Civilization
The speeding ticket is
first equipped with a 56 dollar
base fee. This isn't all that bad
you might be thinking. Well hold
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Paae4 The Nova Knight
Yo~rSource for Computer Systems and Accessories
. at SpecialStpdent Discount Prices:
SMART BUY!
ant to Purchase a
ear Book???
all Leah Goie'
t 370-5670 for details!!!
Booths will be set upto
show one what the University is
doing tn its recycling effort.
Abraham S. Fischler,
PresidentofNovaUniversity,will
be the featured speaker.
Information will be
available on where to take old
car batteries and fluids, cans,
glass, plastics, newspapers,
cardboard, etc.
The Oceanographic
Center will have a booth with
information on ocean pollution.
There will be videos
showed by the two Broward
County recycling mascots,
Write-On Willie, and his pelican
sid~kick, R. E. Cycler.
Cotton Mesh bags will
be available for purchase.
Demonstrations from
various companies will be
available; as well as information
on innovative products made
from recycled material.
The first step in the
University recycling program is
paper•. All computer paper,
white, and colored paper, win-
dowless envelopes, and white
scratc;h pads should be put in
the bins for recycling.
A large bin is located
outside of the Rosenthal Stu-
dent Center.
Show your support tor
recycfing.
By Kevin Hawkins
Nova University, in
conjunction with Earth Day is
hosting an Open House on Re-
cycling under the "big top· on
FridayMay3, 1991 form 1:OOpm-
3:30pm in front of the Parker
Bldg.
NOVA "RENOVATES"
WITH AN OPEN HOUSE
$36
QIIUlIk....wi6:
NouIeu-e
........
DR.IWD Sotbnn
·We are fortunate to
have alumnae like Catherine
Palumbo and good friends like
Tom;stated Dr. Roger I. Abrams,
Dean of the Shepard Broad Law
Center.
"Theirgenerousgiftwill
help us construct one of the fin-
est teaching facilities in the na-
tion. Generations of Nova law
students will train as legal pro-
fessionals in the Thomas and
Catherine PalumboLecture Hall;
he concluded.
continued from page
DONATIONHILLEL TENNIS TOURNEY
A JOINT SUCCESS!!
680·9905
Cdll/or our FREE Pric~ List!
• DiSCOUDl Prices Available wilb Student LD.
Owned and Operated by Nova University Alumni
or write:
Softek Business Systems, Inc
4601 So. University Dr. Suite 117
Fi. Lauderdale. PI.. 33328
SOFrEK
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
' .. :. .. '"',
~)bL \~'\
8028612MHz System with:
tMeaRAM
.1.2&q(ll'I·"MeaFloFP1DdYe
200 Wau Powa- SIIJIPIi
101 U, EahIncaIICey....
TarlIo Switch I: Liahl
t PanlJcI. 2 SaialI: 10-Put
NortD!I S.L raIiDa of 13.7
(IlOl iocIudina moailDr (11' .... cbift)
..
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:SGA LEADS THE WAY:
~ ~
• •
:TUITION IN- STUDENT GOVERN··
.CREASE WILL MENT ASSOCIATION : By Jay O<ell
• PETITIONS •
:BE VOTED ON BY THATARE BEING ClRCU·· On February 3,1991,
.THE FULL BOARD LATED BY MANY STU.: Hillel ~he ~ewish student.youth
• DENTS • organizatIOn took part In the
:OF TRUSTEES BEFORE YOU LEAVE: fourt.h annual B'naiB'rith-Hiliel
.ON MAY 18 1991 SCHOOL!!! • ten~ls tourn~me~, he~d at t~e
• ,. • FloridaAtlantlCUnlversitytennls
• . • courts. Participantscamefrom
:IF YOU ARE NOT IN KEEP YOU EYES AND: Nova University, Broward
.FAVOR OF THE TUITION EARS OPEN TO WHAT IS. CommunityCollege,andFlorida
.INCREASE THEN SIGN HAPPENNING • Atlantic University.
:THE '. . NEXT!!! • The categories com-
• ••••••••••••••••••••••' ••••••••• : peted in were beginner, inter-
mediate, andadvanced, singles
and doubles.
Trophies were
awarded to first and· second in
all categories.
..
Congratulations to Melissa
Poche III
It's people like you who will
give Nova a better name!!1
Listen to Nova's Campus
Radio Station:
WNKR Radio
Electric 760!11
EMISSIONS TESTS IN
AY
State-mandated auto
emission testing in Broward
County begins in May.
If you would like to see
how well you car's emission
contrq!sare workingpriortoyour
state test, the American Auto-
mobile Association (AAA) will
beconductingfree emission and
safety inspections Monday, May
6, 1991 from 8:00am-4:0Opm in
the Burdine's northparking lotat
the Pompano Fashion Square,
Copans Road and Federal
Highway in Pompano Beach.
Call the American Lung Asso-
ciation at 524-4657 for more in-
formation.
The Nova Knight PageS
STARTS IN PREVIOUS COLUNM
***.******•••**********************
''Three million dollars
is set aside strictly for the law
school. Two million dollars is for
building purposes."
The remaining $1 mil-
lion is for general endowment
purposes.
Other students won-
dered if obtaining non-tuition
monies was the job of the Office
of Corporate and Foundation
Relations.
Dr. Fischler, outlined
the job of Vice President Steven
L. Goldstein and the Founda-
tions Office.
"The job of the Office
of Corporate and Foundation
Relations is six fold. They are
responsible for coordinating
Gold Circle scholarships, host-
ing Forums to the surrounding
community, handle proposals
from faculty, develop non-de-
gree programs, develop con-
tinuing educationprograms, and
seek other foundations to fund
our activities,· he said.
The Gold Circle orga-
nization is a women's organiza-
tion dedicated to raising funds
for Nova students.,
"This year they raiSed
$90,000; said the President.
Dr. Fischler stated that
"Nova's budget is not secret."
"If any student wants
to come -'0 my office, I will give
them a copy because the [an-
nualreport] is apublicdocument.
Many students plan to
pursue the issue in the upcom-
ingweeks.
'.• ~ "'" . 'Il- ,t ~, I
" ;tytany . issues. includ-
ing tuition, lNer&' ral~iRt at the
town meeting.
SGA Senate Vice
President Jill Legters asked the
Deans to address the concerns
that more money is spentre-
cruiting students with large
scholarships while the continu-
ing students have. so few to
choose from.
Dr. DeTurk addressed
this as a serious issue.
Another issue was that
while tuition increase, financial
aid decreasesand the amounts
of the scholarships remain the
same.
Dr. DeTurk disclosed
that he was the one who makes
that decision for Nova College.
SGA plans to set up
future meetings to address this
issue.
Dr. Paskusalsooffered
his support.
He suggested that
those students experiencing
great financial difficultywho have
consulted their individual
conselors can make an ap-
pointmentto~e him. He will do
his best to:a~jst any student.
Another concern was
that athletic scholarships and
academic scholarhip moniesare
distributed equally.
The only problem that
most students were concerned
with is that approximately 90
people in the athletic program
get those scholarships, while
200-300 students fight for the
academic ones.
The deans plan on
schedualing future meetings with
the student body.
Psychology Club
President Robert Knapp
Vice President, Tammy Bady
Secretary, Tina Cerra
Treasurer, Alan Grinja
Phi Alpha Delta
President, lisa Byer
Vice President, Kim Frimowitz
Secretary, Cathy Byron
Treasurer, Cleveland Ferguson
III
Marshall, Harry McCumber
Outdoors Club
President, Dan Finn
Vice President, Lauri Fisher
Secretary, Jackie Cohen
Treasurer, Melissa Chiarello
Nova University Black Student
Association
President, Nicole Whitmore
Vice President, Sandra Watson
Treasurer, Tonya Farmer
Recording Secretary, Christine
Tapper
Corresponding Secretary, Karen
Poyser
Program Director, Errol Bodie
Historian, Jan Bourne
Secretary Pierre Boisrond
Treasurer, Errol Bodie
Historian, Eric Ackerman
Poetry Circle
President, Melissa Tebeau
Viqe ""l~r.esi~el,lt.!§~1'!91~9",n
····Va!iqu'Et'Z.. .. , -"":'," ",. ,,' ,.' .£ , ....
RESULTS FOR 91-92
C E R S
The students were un-
able to prepare the petitions for
"This year [Gold Circle]
raised $90,000 for the
Nova Scholarships,"--
President Fischler.
Nova International Student As-
sociation
Rresident, Orinthia Collins
Vice President, George Gabb
Catholic Campus Ministries
President, Sandy Thompson
Vice President, Joe MacKenzie
Secretary, Adriana Montoya
Treasurer, Roger Krinock
Campus Programming Board
President, Joe MacKenzie
VicePresident,RachelleGartner
Secretary, Sandy Thompson
Treasurer, Sue Viggiano
Hillel
President, Tammy Bady
Vice President, Jay Kell
Secretary, Sandy 0'Azevedo
Treasurer, Tom Vitucci
Before the meeting closed, Dr. "presentation at the town meet-
Fischlergavethe SGAPresident . ;ling on April 18, 1991, hosted by
a copy of the annual President's the Dean and Associate Deanof
report filed for 1990. Nova College: Dr. Phil DeTurk
One of SGA's General and Dr. John Paskus respec-
Representatives, Cleveland tively.
Ferguson IIIwas commissioned "We'll get some ideas
to both develop a petition and a from them. Pending the infor-
network in which manypetitions mation they can or can not pro-
could becirculated in theshortest vide, we will press the Board
amount of time. justificationofthe increase,"said
"I havecompleted both Ferguson.
projects. The amount and the "Nova College's bud-
quickness of the response from get is about $30 million.
the student body is amazing," Dean DeTurk stated
stated the representative. that 90% of Nova's operating
"I am opposed to the funds are from tuition.
increase, and I am glad that oth- "Raising tuition is the
ers who are as well are actively only way to balance the budget.
participating in the fight," he One of my jobs as President is
continued. 'topresent a balanced budget to
"An 11% increase in the Board of Trustees," stated
tuition is extremely high. Itwould Dr. Fischler during a radio show
undoubtedly place many stu- interview with WNKR Entertain-
dents in a financially difficult ment Director on April 25, 1991.
situation," said Orinthia Collins, "Nova doesn't have
President of the Nova Interna- stockholders or dividends. We
tional Student Association started out with $50-70 million
(NISA). [in expenses] but finished with
"To avoid Nova tuition less that $250,000-$300,000 to
costs from completely skyrock- cover ourselves in 1990'-
eting, programs need to be stressed Dr. Fischler.
implemented to increase enroll- "if approximat'illy 90%
mentby attracting studentsfrom of Nova's op'erating flJr;Jds are
BCC and other colleges,n she supposedly tuition monies, what
continued. are they doing with endowment
"Why are we being' monies, grants, donations and
forced to pay for something we other funds? Just how much are
won't benefit from because we they making?" stressed Sandra
will have graduated?," stressed Watson, 'anoth.er SGA General
Alvenice Swain, President of Representative.
BACCHUS. During the interview,
Dr. Fischlerstatedthatonly 10%
of Nova's income is given
through philanthropy, contracts,
and grants.
A student raised a
question regarding Nova's en-
dowment fund.
Dr. Fischler stated that
the endowment fund is $6 mil-
lion.
BACCHUS
President, Alvenice Swain
Vice President, Singleton
Vasquez
Secretary, Stephanie Semplo
Treasurer, Melissa Tebeau
The Nova Knight staff congratu-
lates all 1991-92 Club Officersl
CLUB ELECTION
OFF I
Student Government Associa-
tion
President, Lisa Muellner
Vice President, Jill Legters
SecretarylTreasurer, Rachelle
Gartner
General Representative,
Cleveland Ferguson HI
GeneralRepresentative, Sandra
Watson
It pays to adver-
tise
in
The Nova
Knight!!!
Call Lou Badami
at 424·5744
to place your
next
Ad!
Free Auto Emission
and safety Testing
Call the American Lung Asso-
ciation at 524-4657 for more in-
formation.
STUDENT OF THE YEAR
continued from page 1
pursue her doctorate in psychol-
ogy along with a teaching as-
sistantship.
Melissa will also be
making frequent trips to Kuwait
to visit her construction "dude"
boyfriend, John.
Melissawas persuaded
to apply for the contest after
Student Life Director, Brad Wil-
liams, suggested that she "go for
it,"
First Annual Nova Knight
Awards
continued from page 1
Delta, Flemming Chapter, Stu-
dent Bar Association; Nova
Knight Department of the Year:
Student Life; Nova Knight's Mr.
Congeniality: "Mr. Nova 1990-
91 "Errol L. Bodie;Nova Knight's
Ms. Congeniality: Ms. Lori
Savka.
Each winner received
a framed certificate, and a Nova
Knight T-Shirt to wear proudly.
Dr. DeTurk received a
token of appreciation: a framed
picture of Frank Sinatra as well
as his latest CD.
He was pleased.
The evening ended
with many smiling faces and
some new friends made.
The Nova Knight
wishes to thankTeriWilHamsfor
her support, Belinda Gonzalez
for an excellent job, Michelle
Milchmal1, Dixie Goodknight,
and Lisa Muellner for their
special appearances, members
of Nova College who appeared,
and Dr. Steven E. Alford for his
continued support.
The Nova Knight looks
forward to even a better, more
productive year next year.
sehC
gives students the chance to
choose the institution for their
higher education and saves the
taxpayers money that would
have to go state institutions.
The Florida Tuition
Voucher costs the state a little
more than half the costs of
waived fees for out of state stu-
dents.
Rememberthe Florida
Tuition Voucher assists taxpay-
ing residents of this state who
attend private institutions in
Florida.
To fightagainstthiscut
in aid you should contact your
state legislature and the Gover-
nors Office by telephone and
mail protesting the cut.
. In your letters please
demand a response, as this is
the only method of gauging the
effect of your efforts.
Abraham Fischler,
PresidentofNovaUniversityand
the originator of this plea for
action, would appreciate if you
would forward all responses to
him to help him in identifying
those legislators that wish to be
of service.
President Fischler
would greatly appreciate your
assistance, as well as the many
Floridastudents attending Nova
who depend on the Florida Tu-
ition Voucher.
A letter regarding the
FloridaTuition VoucherProgram
was sent out last month by
President Fischler to all Nova
students affected.
continued from page 1
MARCUS continued
from page 1
for managing a large volume of
information. But the computers
do not keep track of customer
satisfaction. Only interpersonal,
'eyeball' contact with the cus-
tomer can get the reaction of
customer satisfaction," he em-
phasized.
There was rationale
given for bad service during the
70's and the 80's-the Vietnam
War.
Bad service in reality is
the result of poor management,
be it in a retail store, restaurant,
or service organization. The
management is too busy to take
care of business (service).
"We can't buy a bottle
of service and rub it on,-said Mr.
Marcus.
"No, that hasn't been
invented yet," he continued.
"Until we can buy a magic bottle
of service, we need good man-
agement," he concluded.
Question and Answer
period began.
I was very impressed
with our Nova students for their
participation in this forum.
Especially when my
group approached Mr. Marcus
with this question: "What advice
would you give to an under-
graduate student?"
He said: "As you attend
your classes ,and study your
lessons, try not only to learn the
content of the course, but also
put the knowledge into the con-
text of what this means to you in
terms of making better decisions
or having a better life."
That seems like excel-
lent advice for all of us.
State-mandated auto
emission testing in Broward
County begins in May.
If youwould like to see t " I
I . , how well you car's emission TUITION INCREASE CONTINUED From Page 1
controls are working priorto your
state test, the American Auto-
mobile Association (AAA) will
be conducting free emission and
safety inspections Monday, May
6,1991 from8:00am-4:0Opm in
the Burdine's northparking lot at
the Pompano Fashion Square,
Copans Road and Federal
Highway in Pompano Beach.
Frozen
Yogurt
Beer
Desserts
WE
~
PJna
Subs
Salads'
Pasta
Dishes
w.~
••11
370-0784
FREE DELIvERY
·STIJDENT..SPECIAr.I X-Large- 16 Cheese Pizza I
I Onl., '6.00 + Tax I' Toppings on'lv Sf.2S V~1idwith coupon onllj
1.1.1a~ 10pm. Limit 3 per coupon. Exp. 5130/~
~Michelle Milch.an
Delivering With Pride - 7 Days A Week
IIFAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1987"
PR'YDYHOtJM T!"E-OJTr
Mon.-Thur.11 am-10 pm 2853 S. University Dr.
FrI" & sat. 11 am-11 pm Davie, FL 33328
Sunday", 2 pm-10 pm
,(In UmitedAreas· $7.00 Minimum)
PricesSubject To Change Wltbout iVotice
Thank you for au your help as
counselor and -job Helper.-
You have been an Instrumental
part of my cereer search.
-,c.s. & M.M Women of the .Year.-
Thanks Tom Sheridan
Karen Smith
-Thank you for everything you have done
for me throughout my years at Nova.
My gratitude goes beyond words.
ICeep up the great wort
Page 10 The Nova Knight ENTERTAINMeNT
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D~BAD.CREDll'°.t
by: Sillilslelollil VlIsq\\llez
If. you" .beenfooklng .fOf; a
busiiJ...ea' '. opport". D.. nIty....... • .. that. you.......•..ea·.. ,n.'..•...•..••...
.....'ftiII.or ·.t_.·· ·..··
lJome,tII.lsls. Wli.allyo.DD've~ ~..waitIDa for. WIlL 'l'R.AlN1U ,
iForh.to.......oa(;~t·· '
962-1164. .~ )
NEED, EXTRA·
INCOME1
. .. ····.···'1·
$ . . '11... _ '. ,:".,~f:!··?~.·.'~.>t
. ........ the 811" YOJlN_edJ
The ·Passage from Adolescent to
Adult is Risque Bu~iness
..........................)
The skits deal with topics from sex and date rape fo
alcoholism; AIDS to drug abuse. One key scene involved Monica
Puigsos and Nicole Whitmore as men in the men's room. Mon~
wanted a sample of Nicole~s urine for a drug test. Another scene
had Alvernice Swain responsible for herfriend~s death. Her
character attempted to go to her friend's funeral but the friend's.
mother got very upset.
(Continued as "Risque Business" on page 11)
• .>~atisITall abOut? This is what it's all about- sex,
drugs and .ro8<'. 'n roll. That is what is on the minds of our
generation. 'In our lives. we are faced with manydifferentpaths we
can take. and one wrong choice could lead to a tragic downfall.
What can se~sitive and impressionable young adults do to cope
withthese choices? A step in the right direction would be to have
caught the production of Risque Business(RB). RB opened ~t
1:00 May 15th 1991 and was preformed at the Rosenthal Student
Center. Itwas sponsored bytheQfficeStudentLifeand BACCHUS.
RB is more than entertai!ling, it has a point. Most of our
elders do not see that we, as young adults, have access to more
ideasthan choices. Thiscan give us problems. Mostyoung people
. .either think that their lives are unique in their experience or that'
there is nothing that can be done to stop their problems. RB
provides a window into thet~pics t~t.lil'eatJhlaforefrc>nt of a
young adu~'smind. RB isa~rTlPi~~'~~~~ng~medy,
singing, al'lddancing.' y" .
/.
~.~.at ~fr\cn~t./oa
C~a.ldag" ~~b~l'baicS
ai ""Bt~.
he Marrying
Man is Worth
the Money
by: JIIY ~eU
Alec Baldwiri and'f<im
Bassinger haVe bothcom~up
!witha winner of a film in Neil
Simon's The Marrying Man.
This film is set in the
!years 1948-56andteUsthe story
lof rich boy Charlie'
!Pearl(Baldwin), and how he
!gO$S from rich bOy with rich
ianee' to rich boy with lounge
singer wife(Bassinger), topooi'
boywith nowife and back.to rich
bOy again. These plot twists
enliven the movie.
The director uses
"meanwhile shots·, which is
when the camera switches
instaneously from·one shot to
lthe next to show what is going
n in the same time frame at a
ldifferent location.
This film Features
lother popular actors· also, in-
cluding Robert Loggia, -Eliza-
!beth Shue, Paul Reiser, and
Fisher Stevens. Robert Loggia
IPlays Shue's father and
Baldwin's original father-in-law
be; before the addition of the
!prov9lbialmobsterwhoeatches
Pearl(Baldw~n) and
iiflger(th&mobSter's:gli1}i'f
he act. Reiserdoesn't havefar
:0 move playing Peart's stand-
upcomedian buddy. Thisfilm's
l
east.· works well together and
some'of these actors are com-
ing up, so watch for them in the
uture•.
I highly recommend
;his film to all who are looking
:or a good time at the movies••.
:he Marrying Man almost
akes~the $7.00 admission
lworthwhile.
formance as Brooks'love inter·
est who is also given a judge-:
mentday.
Brook s does it againw ith
Defending Your Life
This space reserved for T.J.
Plaisted's "Book Review That
Never Was." .
Coming soo~r (yeah, right.)
by: Robert. bapp
. Veteran performers
Rip Tom and Lee Grant are
Ifabulous as Brooks'defenseat-:
rtorneyand .prOsecuting· attor-
ney;.Br'ooks' co-star~ 'Me."
StreeD. outsinanexcelfentDer'::
Comedian Albert
Brookshas done it again in his
brand new comedy called DI:
fending your LUe about a suc-
cessful business tycoOn who - Theentirefilm is laced
dies unexpectedly and is given with surprises including a' .... ....• ·_alll:
hisjudgememday. Brooks,Who at.a past71ife .exhibit.which left .......
also wrote and Procluced theviewersh.owHngwith laughter. Ie.
fil":" stars as a maonWhO. iskil~ .....Wh~ f}P"!!d,.·,~." eT.~..~N''!,c{)''''.''' ••~... '
in ahead-oncomsionth~n Iaf)ds the" way 'Judgement-City w ' ... ' ' .........
.in Judgement City where he ~up.The whole place was WItH·
haSlo prove ttlat he is r~ady to c:tieter'sparadise because you ... "'. .
goto heaven. Through",~ .'. 'cQWd~atwhateveryouwantedA'
of flashbacks; Brooks revie.~ •• i~;~fiTitecf.amountsand not 38.'
the fea~ he has faceddurmg: g8Jn.anywe'9ht~useonce ...
his lifetimeand hasto showthat. You aredeadtherearenomore
~~~:t:~~ :.:~b.t:.'.':i.~ectec.on.. .• ·idi.1b,.II'lQ.is,•.••, •....•.WO.".•Skirig.......•.. rr.,•. ..•.•.~· ..~.•...•t"".art.. di.. IS.'e.9.. :slt.~.:.. oth.·.'~.'j. e..•.......•..•.j'............"...•. ? ..,'.... ...•••.••.." .•..•.'.........................•...'whether he should continu't,~ .,~~~ .ailments. '.••. , '". .• ..,.... •;,~
.r go back t~'Barthand nVeAllS. " < ..'. ...... .•.. , ~'.".
life over agam. I . t strongly feel that •...... '. ."
...
~OnGert ~anendar
.
IDAlIa .11' ........: May 2 Cactus
Cantina Miami Beach 532-5095 .
perek nucks Band: May 3 Tropics International' Miami
Beach 531-5335
The GueSsWho: May4· Bayfront Park Ampitheatre Miami
358-7550
Cheap Trick: May 5 Atlantis Water Kingdom Hollywood
926-'1000 . .
Kreator: MayS ButtonSouth Hallandale 756-5811
King of the alii: May 6 Button South Hallandale 756-
5811. .
The Indigo Girls: May 7 Summers Ft.laud. 462-6262
The Black Crowes: May 9 Sunrise Musical Theatre
Sunrise 741-7300.
Peee-"te~May 9 Cameo Theatre Miami Beach 532-0922
BUddy Guy: May 10 Musicians Exchange Ft. Laud. 9+t-
2627· .
John Kay and StejlpeowoU: May 10 Sunrise Musical
Theatre Sunrise 741-7300
ROben Townsend and His panners In Cdme: May 10
James L. Knight .Center Miami 372-Q929' .'
Hall and Qates: May 11 Sunrise MusicalTheatre Sunrise
741-7300
lnsIId: May 11 Washington Square Miami Beach 534-
5019
The NeylPe Elrothers: May 11 Cameo Theatre Miami
Beach 532-0922
Fred Small: May 11· (1. Laud. Unitarian Church Oakland
...•. ~,Q64.,7787 • ,<,,""3 ~•• ;' ''''' "'''':4 ~;,,:',~~o;"I
Ddyln' and CryIO': May 12· Summers Ft.laUd.. 462-6262
~:;~""
':':'!
~t
The _Second Annual Student Life Achievement Awards Ceremony will be
held on Tuesday, April 30th at 5:15pm in the Rosenthal Student Center.
The awards were concieved last year to show our appreciation to those students and employees
who support the Student Life Program, and to draw special attention to one club, one advisor and one
student who have done the most to advance Student Life on the Nova University campus.
An Election Committee comprised of administrators and I.O.C. members met on April 15th to vote
for Club of the Year, Advisor of the Year and Student of the Year. Following is a short profile of the
nominees for each award.
PageS The Nova Knight
•
CLUB OF THE YEAR
HILLEL-This is the first year that Hillel has had a chapter at Nova Hillel is a national organization
dedicated to promoting an awareness of Jewish traditions. The group celebrates Jewish holidays,
gathers for ·rap sessions· and sponsors many campus events. In their first year, Hillel has a
membership of nearly 40 students! The group worked for United Jewish Appeal as a community
service project.
NOVA KNIGHT-This year the Nova Knight has flourished, producing 11 issues with a 15 member
staff. Production of the paper is nowfully computerized, creating a sharp ·professional-Iook. The Knight
hasbrought many important news stories to the Novacommunity and hasgrown in popularity. Students
and staff alike anxiously await each issue. The Knight staff has involved itself in campus events, winning
this year's College Quiz Bowl, and has completed several community service projects. •
NUBSA-The Nova University Black Student Association was last year's Club of the Year, and they
have continued to show the same dedication and involvement. This year the groupbrought us its annual
African Fashion Showlluncheon, and many other campus activities. NUBSA involves itself in countless
community service projects including the giving of toys to underprivleged children at Christmas and
baskets of food to the hungry for Thanksgiving.
OUTDOORS CLUB-This year has seen the rebirth of the Outdoors Club. The once faltering group
has flourished, completing many fundraising activities and social events such as the Halloween Party,
two pool tournaments, camping trips and more. For a community service project, the Outdoors Club
painted a home for mentally retarded men (Helpers of St. Herman), interacting with the residents and
"adopting" the home as its annual community service project.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB-The "psychos" have involved themselves with countless educational work-
shops and an on-campus psychology conference. Showing their support for the troops abroad, the
group sponsored a ·Yellow Ribbon Day" and designed a giant patriotic ·Postcard" to send to our men
overseas. They also provided on-campus lectures by Vietnam veterans. The group has maintained an
active involvement with GRITS, the Nova Geriatrics Institute.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIAnON-This year's SGA has accomplished many significant
achievements. Does the volleyball/dorm area look cleaner and brighter? You can thank the SGA and
their volunteer army of students and staff who spent an entire Sunday painting, planting and cleaning.
For those of you who just recieved your newclass schedule, you'll notice that the instructor's name now
appears next to the course listing. Again, you can thank your SGA representatives. The group
sponsored the Mr. Nova contest, a fundraiser that paid for campus improvements, and continues to
involve itself in areas of student interest.
WNKR-Qur fledgling caiTlPUS radio station, barely one year new, has made dynamic strides in its first
year. The fundraising efforts of its staff facilitated its growth with the purchase of much needed
equipment. WNKR is working to establish alternative programming and is hoping to increase its
listenership by expanding to FM cable. This year's staff has made a definite impact at Nova, and the
station itself will facilitate the development of a Communications program at the University.
ADVISOR OF THE YEAR
STEVE ALFORD, The Nova Knight
Dr. Alford, as the Coordinator of the Communications program here
at Nova, has guided the Knight to its newfound success.
KATE WAITES LAMM, WNKR
Dr. Lamm, in addition to her role as WNKR advisor, has promoted
the University's new Communications program and teaches the
Intro to Broadcast Jp,urnalism course required of WNKR personnel.
MARY BOYD/ELAINE LONG, NUSSA
Last years Advisors of the Year have continued to make NUBSA
one of the strongest groups on the Nova campus.
Kate Waites lamm
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STUDENT OF THE YEAR
EUZABETH FRAZIER, The Paladin
In addition to her responsibilities as advisor for the Paladin, the
Nova yearbook; Elizabeth Frazier also coordinates the Student
Communications Center.
Elizabeth F~ler
ROB ARllSTRONG-StationManager; WNKR
Rob was instrumental in the success qf WNKR. TechnologlcaJly, Rob was responsible for all station I
operations. He OJ'ed many school events. planl'led fund raisers and PfOf11C)t~ t~e ..,a~n ~.every".,. '
opportunity. He was the station's 1.0.C. representative. Rob is ~I.~ i"'VoIved¥i~h!iilleq:~ol> ~on•.
of the students who concieved and or,ganized the campus vigilfo~~.
GLORIA REASONS, Outdoors C1ub I.
Wh~nGloriaReasons agreed to becometheOutdoor's Club's new
advisor this year, the group beg.an to flourish. They have become
a very active student group.
Rob Armstrong .
TAMMY BADY-HiUeI
Tammy was singul.,-Iy responsible for establishing the Nova UniverSity chapter ,of Hillel. As its
president, she worked to make· it one of Nova's mpst active gro\JPS. She also serves as the Vice .
Presidentofthe Psychology Club, the Layout Editorforthe Paladin, GraphicArtistforthe SCCBusiness
Oepartment and is a mern.berof the ResidentStudentAssociation.
ROBBREDNS~WNKR
As Sports Director at WNKR, Rob broadcasts the Knight's horne baseball games and is instrumental
in programming sports for the station. Rob also works a regular shift as a OJ at WNKR.ln addition to
his. work at the station, Rob is an RA and also works Qnthe Paladin staff.
, r"
$
LEAH'GIOE-The Paladin
A sinking Paladin was resurrected by the sing~lar efforts of one concerned student, Leah Gioe. As
editor, she approached theposition with an energy neverbefore afforded theyearbook. Herefforts have
made the Paladin a reality for this year's graduating seniors.
'leatrGkiii"
'"
, BEUNDA GONZALEZ-PsychoTogy Club, Alpha Chi, Nova Knight .
As presidentof the Psychology Club,- Belindafostoreda rema.rkable ,level of involvli!ment al'ldconce.rn.,
She initiated many club proiects and served a$ thel,O.C.repres~e.Anacttve memb&r'OI1uPha"
Chi, the natjonal honorfraternity, Belinda served as "Mistress of Ceremonies- for the first annual Quiz "
Bowl and was instrumental inorganizingthe event. Belindawas alsooneofthe studentS'Who concieved
and organized the, campus Peace Vigil. She was instrumental in bringing many speakers and
workshops to the Nova campus.
~'1,;~ t
Rob Brezinski
&Iinda Gonzalez
.. ", ,: , ,'.. ",..' .
~S~2'~?'.:r;
CLEVELAND FERGUSON III-The Nova Knight, NUBSA, SGA, PAD
AS Editor~ln-ehief of the Nova Knight, Cleveland was instrumental in bringing the faltering student
newspBpetback to life. His involvement in Stud~nt, Life is considerable, having served as Vice
President of NUBSA and a General Represent~tive of Student Government. Cleveland was also a
'memberof Phi AlphaDelta, the legal fraternity. Cleveland brought an energy to his involvements, and
was involved with many excellent program-s and events. '
ClevelanCf fergUson III
JAY KElL-Hillel, WNKR '
Jay was instrumental in the success of Hillel and served as the group's Vice President. A real -ge-
I getter,-Jay expanded his extracurricular involvements,joining the staffof WNKR as a OJ. He was soon
promoted to Director, responsibleforsuchareasas Entertainment and PublicService Announcements.
Jayalsoformed valuable entertainmeritcontaetswhichyeildedihousands ofdpllarsworth of freetickets
for Novastudents. Jay's interestS also leaned toward drama, and he formed a n~wstudentorganization,
the Nova Playhouse, and served as its President. .
Jay Kell
'~'" "" '.': '-,'i.,
, JOE MACKENSIE-WNKR, ,Campus Programming, Catholic Campus Ministries, Phi Alpha Delta
As President of Campus Programming, Joe was >iQYOlved with most of the campos social events,
including the Christmas Party, theScavenger Hunt, the Welcome Back Party and many more. Jowwas
also one of the students who concieved.and organized the,campus Peace Vigil./,tWNKR, Joe served
-8S Program Directorand was instrumental in promoting the station in its first year. His,involvementswith
CatholicCampus Ministriesyeildlild acampus massthe with bishop and a St. Patty'sDay Fest. Joewas
also a member of Phi Alpha Delta, theJegal fratemity. '
LISA MUELLNER-President, Student Government Assn.
Lisa took a very proactive role as SGA President, addressing many important student issues. Her
leadership brought SGA to a level of respectability never before achieved. Lisa's interest in
positively changing the Nova campus yeilded such achievements as a newly painted and
landS98p8d volleybalVdorm area and a lighted student walkway from the dorms to Rosenthal
Student Center. The -Mr. Nova Contest- was Lisa's brainchiki. She was inl~trumental in having
instructors' !!lames added to class 'schedules, and she is forever lobbying for positive change at
Nova.
MEUSA TEBEAU-Poetry Circle, Catholic Campus Ministries, Bacchus,
_ Phi Alpha Delta
Melisa served as President of Catholic Campus Ministries, an interdenominational student organiza-
tion. CCM sponsored masses, brought tlie bishop to campUs, and hosted a St. Patty's Day Fest. As
Vice President of the Poetry Circle, Melisa has been instrumental in promoting the writing and
apprEl¢iation of poetry. She is also involved in Bacchus, a.student groupwhich'promotes responsible
drinking atnong college students, and Phi Alpha Delta, the legal fraternity.
It Is with greatpride that wehonor-all the nominees and wish them the best of luck.
,;,. .
,\'-r
LET'S WORK TOGETHER TO KEEP TUITION
DOWN.
We, the undergraduate students of Nova University vehemently
object to the 10% increase in tuition given several facts:
. 1. Financial Aid programs are being reduced at rapid and alarming
rates
2. Cost of living is increasing
3. Independent students are being the first to have to drop out
4. We feel Nova needs to divert more energy into areas were
students can benefit from tangible results and stop voting for lobby
oriented, top-heavy spending. (Le. Physical Plant building as
opposed to a cafeteria extension.)
Name Year
-------------------------------------------------------------
. .
-------------------------------------------------------------
----~---_._--------------------_._-----------------------------
----,---------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------.-----
If you agree that you shouldn't pay for what you
. , . . '. .
aren t gOIng to reCIeve...
SUPPORT SGA AND SUPPORT YOUR-
SELVES!!
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An Interview with
Red Morse-Alumni Affairs President
, .. "
-Risque Business
(Continued from page 10)
The cast of RB is as follows: George Gabb, Monica
Puigsos, Nicole Whitmore and Alvernice Swain. The directors
were Max Muadud and Tammy Jones. The performance was tight
and convincing. The cast and director were able to make the
audience laugh and nearly brought some to tears, all in a tasteful
and inspiring way. Bacchus will have more performances later on
this fall and plan to hold a new audition for Risque Business.
Bacchus also plans to used this as community serVice.
by: Betty Sylvestre
Red Morse is the
President of Alumni Affairs,
Broward Chapter. Ms. Morse
graduated from Nova Univer-
sity in 1986 with a degree in
Business Administration &
Management; concentration in
Banking & Finance. She is ex-
pecting to return for her Masters
in Communication.
Ms. Morse's hobbies
and interests include: model-
ing, sewing, knitting, acting to
name a few. She is very much
involved in the community. Ms.
Morse does T.V. commercials
and she has acted in movies
like, B.L. Stryker starring Burt
Reynolds; Let It Ride starring
Richard Dreyfuss; and in late
April she will be on American
Playhouse, Channel 2 in the
The Sunset Gang. Ms. Morse
has a day job, she works as a
mutual's cashier at the pom-
pano Race Tracks six nights a
week, she is President of Home
Owner's Association and a vol-
unteer atthe Notary Public. Ms.
Morse also owns an consulting
agency for people who want to
get involved in showbusiness.
I recently had the
chance to interview Ms. Morse.
Red Morse can teach a lot of us
about desires, wants, and
needs. She can teach us it is
one thing to say you want
something and whole different
thing to actually do or pursue
what you want.
Q. When do you find
timeto doall ofthese things?
A. "Whatever it is, if
you want to do it, you always
have room to do it.·
Q. How did you get
involved with the Alumni Af-
fairs?
A. "I felt I had to give
back to Novawhat was given to
me, and that is a degree before
the age of 50. Alunmi affairs
began three years ago. When
1was approached, Iagreed'
to serve as Recording Secre-
tary, last year I was asked to
become president, I agreed,
now I have been asked to con-
tinue as President,l have once
more accepted:
Q. Why have you
accepted, What are your
goals?
A. .. I have accepted
because I want to set an ex-
ample for the students coming
up. Our membership has in-
creased to 170 members and I
am hoping for more. There are
morE! functions, educational
workshops, and more money
in the treasury-My goals for
1991 are 1) to extend invi-
tation to two undergraduate
students to serve as Associate
members. The theme is of
course unity and awareness.
2) To have more functions
that will serve the interest of
Nova University as a whole.·
Q. Do you have any
messages you would like to
relate?
A. "Yes, and you can
quote me on this, as you know,
I also serve on the Board of
Directors for Homecoming '91
alongside Brad Williams. 'A lot
of credit has gone to
Brad Williams, he comes up
with good ideas, he is out there
beating his brains out to
reach the goal'. Homecoming
is going to be great this year,
we have a sports event that
will guarantee everyone (fac-
ulty, students, alumni) an en-
joyable day. We also have a
little surprise that we are work-
ing on, I can't wait.·
That is it, that was the interview
with the famed Red Morse, take
it from me, she is an inspiration.
Ms. Morse likes nothing more
than to arrive home and find her
answering machine blinking, as
she would say, "if they took the
time to call me, it must be im-
portant" and once again, she is
on the move.
4. There's less of
an emphasis on par-
ties. and socializing.
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Nova Students Speak Out About Plagiarism at Nova University
continued from page 2
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tantly infringes on the student's
constitutional right of "innocent
until proven guilty." This docu-
ment will not end the rise in
plagiarism, if a student had any
intentions of plagiarizing they
will, with or without this form.
Parents as well as
teachers rely on "grades" to
determine student's academic
performance. But assumptions
of a student's qualifications
should not be based primarily
ongrades.Grades areoverrated
to a great extent, because they
necessarily reflect on the ~ca­
demicperformanceof a student.
Also, a paper might be consid-
ered an excellent paper by one
professor; and as average by
another. Society uses grades to
determine a student's success,
. both in terms of acceptance into
a graduate school or for job
prospects. Meaning that, em-
ployerswhen hiring looked at
the school you graduated from
and how well you performed
academically. Therefor, in their
questtoobtainthe highestgrade,
students may resort to cheating
(fraud), which is a form of pla-
giarism. The pressure to please
parents also may encouragethe
student to try to pass off one of
hisJherclassmate's works as his
own inordertoobtain thedesired
"grade"certaintopleaseparents.
Many colleges and
universities are becoming
alarmed by the rise in student
plagairism As a result, Nova
College for example, is circulat-
ing a form stating that each as-
signment handed in by the stu-
dent is authored by that student
and not plagiarized in any way.
The requirement that students
must sign this document insults
the student body. This form vio-
lates, our rights as Americans
because it assumesthe students
Essay 2
By Katherine Bouchereau
According toWebster's
Dictionary, to plagiarize means:
"tcisteal and pass off as one's
own the ideas or w()rks Of' an-
other.· Plagiarism is a growing
problem among American stu-
dents today. Parents and stu-
dents put considerable empha-
sis on getting the"A,·which puts
pressureonthem. This pressure
often promote plagiarism. Ad·
ministrators and faculty at Nova
College obviously think that
plagiarism is becoming a major
problem at the university. They
chaVegone so daras'to'draw up
a document for students to sign
and submit with each paper
stating that students have or will
not plagiarize. This policy b1a-
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*Morning Stretch Classes
fact that, if they do, they are
aware that they can be impris-
oned or fined up to $10,000.00
for fraud. Certainly, advertising
the consequences in such a
manner helps to deter people
from cheating on the financial
aid forms.
Somecollege students
are often tempted to take an
easy way out of situations when
unethical options present them-
selves in a favorable manner.
For that reason, by being re-
quired to sign such a document,
students are constantly re-
mindedthatplagiarism isnot the
best option to choose. The pur-
pose of the cover sheet is not to
punish all students, but to certify
theirauthorship. Thecoversheet
does not harm those students
who are adverse to plagiarism,
while it does cause one to think
before commiting the act.
Therefore, the cover sheet can
be one viable answer to the in-
creasinl;l problem of plagiarism.
guilty without just cause. Such a
violation of rights brings us back
to the McCarthy era when some
Americans were wrongfully
punished without proof of being
associated with communist ac-
tivities. Because of these accu-
sations and unsupported as-
sumptions, manyAmericans lost
their jobs and their reputations
were maligned. Forcing the
students to sign is an implied
accusation, and places the bur-
den of proof on the student to
prove that shelhe. is not a pla-
giarizer, and does so without
just cause. Similarly, the ad-
ministrators and faculty are,
thereby falsely accusing the
students by having them sign
this document.
Plagiarism is wrong.
Students who plagiarize are
cheaters and should be pun-
ished appropriately. Failure,
suspension' or even expulsion
are just punishments. Those
students who have been guilty
of plagiarizing their papers are
the oneswho should be required
to sign such a form. But requir-
ing innocent students to sign
this form placesthem inthe same
categories as cheaters.
Plagiarism is a recog-
nizable problem in the United
States, because of the burden
that society places on the mod-
ern student to achieve success
through academic excellence.
Unfortunately, by having stu-
dents sign a form stating that
they will not plagiarize, the in-
stitution assumes that the stu-
dent is a cheater. The American
Way is that the citizen should be
treated fairly and assumed in-
nocent until proven otherwise.·
Furthermore, what
colleges also must realize is that
if a student intends to plagiarize,
this document is not going to
(continued on page 13)
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also specifies various forms of
plagiarism. The consequences
of an act of plagiarism might
alsobe listed on the coversheet,
which would remind students of
the serious implications of the
offense. For these reasons, the
policy of requiring students to
sign such a document should
continue to be used.
The cover sheet, in-
cluding the student signature,
description of the forms of pla-
giarism and consequences
would help make students more
aware of what is expected of
them and what thay . are nor
permitted to do. If students have
to sign a cover sheet each time
then turn in an assignment, they
become more cognizant of their
personal responsibUities. The
cover sheet, in a sense, acts as
a deterrent to acts of plagiarism
and thus aids in preventing stu-
dents from plagiarizing for fear
of the Consequences.
Despite the obvious
benefits of this policy, some
students argue that being re-
quired to sign the document
vio,lates their rights. They feel
they are presumed guilty until
they prove their innocence by
.signingthioovetsheet.lstrongly
disagree with this notion. The
main purpose of the coversheet
is to inform students and make
them conscious of plagiarism. A
signature is 'required on many
documents to insure that the
signer is aware of what actions
can be brought against them if
any deceit orfraud isfound. One
example, common to college
students, is the financial aid
forms many are required to fill
:!'tmt;,9.mt~~~J9r~, students ':
are requitred to sign their name
to acknowledge that they have
not made any false representa-
tions and to acknOWledge the
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ing deadlines lead them to use
the work of others; others fear
that theirwork is not adequate or
else they tend to procrastinate
incompleting theirassignments.
Others are just simply lazy and
would rather write their name on
someone else'sworkthanspend
the time necessary to develop
their own ideas.
Many students with
only a vague understanding of
plagiarism may not associate
plagiarism with cheating and
tend to plead ignorance as their
excuse. But just as with the en-
forcement of the law, ignorance
is no excuse. Most people know
what is right and what is wrong
and dishonest. When a student
is assigned to write a paper, the
student is expected to turn in
hislherownwork, which includes
the development of hisJher own
thoughts and ideas. Pleading
ignorance after the fact makes
fora weakargument, particularly
since all students learn about
plagiarism early on in their
education.
Despite theknowledge
of plagiarism, it is commonly
pi'acticedin high schools and
COIleges.'Asa'reSliltsome uni-
versities are now requlring'that
the students sign a cover sheet
when they tum in papers, which
is basically a signature of au-
thenticity. Nova University, for
instance has made the cover
sheet a requirement for all writ-
ten assignments. The cover
sheet verifies that the paper is
hislherownwork. The document
reminds students of the fact that
plagiarism is wrong and unac-
ceptable.
"5~e~~e~:Ji!i9Q~Wre on the
cover sheet seems to- be the
college's solution to the problem
of students claiming to be igno-
rant of plagiarism. This sheet
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If you would like mo
information about the meetings
call me, Lady Squeeze, or
Tyschka at WNKR - 424-5763
or in the evenings at 561-2491
You can also speak with
Veronica from student counsel
ing services at extension 7552
for more information about the
meetings. Anonimity is of the
utmost importance. Help is out
there, all you havetodo iscome.
Please let us help you to help
yourself stop hurting.
The sad part is that re-
ligious zealots and flakes can
puta family's personal business
on hold. The flakes are getting
slightlyoutofhandbecause they
cannot live and let live. As if our
courts aren't tied up enough al-
ready with criminal cases; it is
too bad they get tied up with
ignorant and irrelevantpetitions.
. c···Hopefulty:: someday
soon everyone will be able to
•make theirown decision without
having to deal with the court
system and Right-ta-life flakes.
mine. Those memorysbelong to
me, I own them. I have paid the
dues; nearly and dearly. But re-
covery is possible, I know. I am
a survivor of sexual abuse. Help
is available,
"be best to terminate the preg-
nancy. This was opposed by the
Right-to-life flakes who persist
in shoving their beliefs down
others throats. The good guys
won in real life and the courts
made MartinKlein (the husband)
the guardian for his wife. He
then had the dodOrs terminate
thepregnancy and Nancy is noVi
nVingl;lappi1y VlitlJherfamilyin
long Isl~nd, New York. ..
This may extend to past ses-
sions also, but probably at a
slight extra cost like a grand or
two--,-not much considering the
bargain price you're getting
today's drama-soaked informa-
tion for. Send your check or
money order to the Superinten-
dentofDocuments,Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20515 or call 202-783-
3238.
Established in 1947,
the Department of Defense is
probably the most cost effective
branch of the Gov't. Why, back
in 1989 the budget was only a
mere $141,523,281,000.00.
Such adeal! And since then, the
price has gone up,up,UP! How
high I dunno, check back later
and maybe I'll tell ya.
Vouchers and "Strangers "
continued from page 2
More Money
tions.
This year's grant was
supposed to be $1200,00 but
because of budget cuts it was
reduced to $1100,00. This is
less than one-quarter of the aid
paid perstudent at apublicstate
university.
continued from page 2
I We elected Governor
Chiles to put more money back
into education. The Florida lot-
tery makes millions of dollars a
year and is one of the most
lucrative and growing in the
country. So, where is the money
going? Because it is not headed
for education as far as I can tell.
do pay this guys wages. After
the flag is flown, you getboth the
, flag and a certificate noting the'
Insurance companies date itwas flown (and for whom)
that are rated in the top percen- back. Contact your local
tile will not take you if you are a congressman's officeto arrange
speeder,orsingle underthe age for this. Approx. cost: $5.55 to
of 25 with a sports car. In a $13 for the flag. DEMAND notto
recent conversation with an un- have to pay postage, tell your
disclosed agent, I was told that congressman to extend their
most top companies prefer you franking privledge to you.
to keep a sports car "in 1he ga- This deal is the best of
rage" and "make the payments" the best; the cream of the crop.
even after you marry and be- For only $7,900,00 per session
come 25 years of age. These of Congress, you· can obtain
companies are really tough on copies olall House and Senate
their rule~ and proyide no room Hearingsinthepresent session.
for troublemakers. • •Don't forget to pay the insur-
ance, man!!
wait for six hours till your num-
ber is called. At this point a
friendly examiner, who by the
way is eager to assist you, will
tllke all the fees for this ticket. In
this case, that would be approxi-
mately 168 dollars including the
late fee. You will then be asked
to pay a $25 reinstatement fee
and have a seat in front of the
camera. Before you know it,
you're out of there! Not too bad,
huh?
Plagiarism
Speeding in the Sunshine State
continued from paae 12
continued from page 3
In the fourth grade I
was a Plagiarist. I will neither
defend norcondemn my actions
then, because I didn't know any
better. When I had to write a
report, I researched the topic
selectively, copied some of the
materi~1 from books, sprinkled
in a few words of my own to
connect the ideas, and voila,
"my" paper was finished. Even
today, with a better knowledge
about plagiarism, Ifind it hard at
times to resist the temptation to
plagiarize, especially when Ifind
material that isphrased similarly
to the way I would have done it.
To some people, not
plagiarizing means not using
ideasorwritings from anysource
whatsoever, which is by no
means the case. Ideas from
other people can be used jf
proper credit is given to the
person from whom the idea
came, and by using quotes and
footnotes. Studentswritersmust
also paraphrase properly to
avoid keeping the same sen- ,
tence strudure as the source
material. An idea can only be
paraphrazed con'ectly when it is
properly understood.
In a survey conduded
inthefall of 1984among Brigham
Youngunivesityfreshmen, itwas
found that 50.75 of them copied
word forword materialfrom other
books and 17%of them claimed
that their teachers recom-
mended this. Not surprising,
though, is the fad that the ma-
jority (80%) ofthose who plagia-
rized were ignorant of the con-
cept or meaning of the term. Of
Essay 3
By Nigel Clarke
Another aspect of the
According to my dear insuranceworld in Florida is that
insurance agent Mike Lanson, now legislation has made it a
at Florida No-Fault, there are a requirement of the companies
few penalties for speeders. The to report voulentary and invol-
first offense is a freebie. Every untary insurance cancellations.
additional ticket can increase Ifyou do not pay your insurance,
your insurance by 15%. The or if you decide to cancel on your
"Great State" can also interfere own, there is an examiner ea-
with this. Legislation has it that if gerly awaiting your presence
you are a "high risk," the State with her hand outstretched for
To get your license requires you to carry full-liability more cash! It does not pay to
back there is a quick and pain- (SR-22). Have you quoted the speed in Aoridallf you are one
lessstep-by-stepprocess Ihave cost of full-liability on a sports of those speeders, take some· Last year 16.344 stu-
outlined for you. tet's take that car lately? friendly advice: buy a.beach- dents-received the FTVatatotal
80M.P.H. ticket againand apply cruiser or move to Germany of 18 Million dollars, if these
it here. First, you must go down where you may have some se- students had gone to state
to the driver's license office and renity. schools, the cost would be·ap-
proximately 87 million dollars.
• • those whocorrectly understood, vices. Work is not original that Also, at our state schools and
only 34% of them pagiarized in has been submitted previously universities, there are 50,000
their last years of high school. bytheauthor...copiedorpartially outof stateand foreign students.
I find it quite alarming copied. These students receive almost
that some high school teachers Obviously, Nova University ab- 5 million in tuition waivers paid
condone or even recommend hors plagiarism or, as is stated, by you the taxpayers oftheState
p1agiarismtostudentsandrefuse work that is not original. If a of Florida.
to inform them that plagiarism is student cannot display creative
frowned upon in the "real world." and orginalideas, he orshe bas
Unfortunately, the majority of little or no right being in College
those who l?Iagiarize are vidims or University.
of ignorance, and, high school' Unfortunately, plagia-
'A' students find themselves rism has played a different role
being disciplined on a moral is- atonetime in history.The ancient
sue that they know nothing Greeks borrowed ideas from
about. Thefebruary 1988edition Summarian and Semitic litera-
of The Education Digest ac- ture. EvenWilliam Shakespeare
knowledges that some teachers was found to be a plagiarist; his
are to blame by stating "Teach- history plays were found to be G Ch'l'
I ' h' f h 'I b d h "H I' h d overnor I es ISers must exp ain owners Ip 0 eavi y ase on teo Ins edt b eo Ie's ov-
writing to helpchildrenvaluetheir Chronicles." His famous Hamlet supposned 'foSOeWahPat i:he w~rk-
, , I" f d t b th' ernor a I , N f fown compositlons...p aglarlsm was· oun .0 e..no Ing more 'f ? It u ' not u·s ova, a orerunner 0
d I , h b" h' h b d d 'I t' f Ing or, $ re IS . .. ~'d ' thmay... eveopintoa a ItW IC ut a rewor e compl a Ion 0 . wmmunlty en eavors, IS e
can carry over into University, seven other plays written by only campus in Broward, and
College and eventually the unknowns who got no credit. Sex Abuse possibly even in Dadecounty,to
workplace". T.S, Eliot was even quoteds as do anything to help victims be-
Many people who saying "Bad poets borrow, Good continued from page 3 comesurvivors.S,O S A means
should know better feel that poets steal." From whom do the f I" rthl SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL
, " , bl I d" " I? ee 109 wo ess I kplaglansm IS accepta e un ess "gao poet~ stea . ,12. Going into shock (stress ABUSE. For the ast 4 wee s,
they get caught. These persons EVidently, authors In ft ' there have been S,O S A.
d d h ' h ' h dl'ittl I 0 en=crlses) , h V'need to un erstan t at antl- suc times a eornoqua ms 13 F rn craz meetings ere on campus. IC-
plagiarist rules (or laws) are put about plagiarizing from other 14' B:~i~9 outYearlY years tims and survivors meet on
into place sothat aperson'sown works,butasweallknowchange 15' Trust issues Thursday at 4 P.M. to discuss
ability can be nurtured and, sub- is inevitable, and society has 16' High risk taking related issues of incest, date
sequently, manifest itself. If pla- come to look at plagiarists with a 17' Pattern of being a victim rape and other forms of sexual
giarism were left unchecked, good deal of distaste. After all, 18' Rigid control of thought pro- abuse. Sharing your pain can
then it is possible that we might how could the passing off of ce~ help diminish some of the
see all too similar works by dif- someone. else's work as your 19 Fear of losing control trauma. I know. I have main
ferent authorso~ artists regu,rgi- own be right? 20: Anger issues, rage tained a stable recovery for
tated, so reducing the variety The pressures on stu- 21 Intense hostility for gender nearly 2 years. No matter how
and creativity of works of art. dents are great. Students have of Perpetrator deva~tating th~ reco~ery pro
Most Colleges and pressurefrom parents, teachers, 22 Power control and territorial cess IS, there IS nothing more
Universities have such policies, and thosewith financial aid have 'ss'ues ' devastating and painful than
underwhich aplagiarist is disci- the pressure of keeping a 3.0 ~3 Feeling demand to "produce KEEPING AND HOLDING
plined if found gUi~.lthink~hat gra?e po~nt ~verage or higher. and be loved" ONTO THE SECRET SCARS.
such aprocedure IS appropriate At times, it might seem that pla- 24 Abandonment issues
and should be strictly enforced, giarism is the only and best way 25' Sex feels dirty aversion to
especially if the student knows out, but it is important to rea~ize being touched, GYN exams
better. that the person whom we mlQht 26 Choosing ambivalent rela-
Nova U~iversity, i.n its . C:OPY from .has h~d the ~tisf~c- tio~hips
catalog, make~ ~s own VieWS tlon of S~lng theIr work In Print, 27. Poor body image
known on p1~lansm: whereas,. if.we copy from them, 28. Denial, no awareness at all,
, . AsslQnments...mustbe o~r creatIVity ~uld have been minimizing the effects
the orlQlnal work of t~e student. stifled and w~ will never u~er- 29. Holding onto the SECRET
Original work may Include the stand the feeling of accompllsh- SCAR
thoughts and words of another ment that they have had. 30. Swallowing and gagging.
author, but if this is the case, I know all these to be
those ideas or words must be true, I was a victim of sexual
indicated by quotation marks or abuse. All of the exp~riences in
other acceptable reference de- the beginning of this article are
If you sra a rabal
If you find yourself in
that category that likes to test
the abilities of the great State of
Florida, there are some things
you should know. If you fail to
comply with the state, one or all
of the following will happen to
you: The state will automanically
suspend your driving privilege,
assess additional fees (e.g. re-
instatement, late charge), and
leteverypolicestationknowyour
license is suspended. Just in
case you feel the urge to drive
with your licensesuspended, the
statel:tas legislation to promptly
lock you up.
stophimlherfromdoing so.Their
need for the "A" is greater than
their obligation to do what is
morally right. On the otherhand,
generally speaking thee are still
students out there prepared to
work to achieve the "grade".
like every other school, have
tuition costs for the four hours.
The total costs are usually 20
dollars not including the 56 dol-
lar ticket fee which still must be
paid.
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PERSONALS
I
Pres. Flsh- Thanks for raIs-
Ing the rates. I can almost af-
ford to graduate.
Concerned student
Congratulations on a suc-
cessful year to the 1990-91
Executive Staffof the Student
Communication Center-
Cleveland, Kevin, Lou, Rob
and Joe. Great Job!
Elizabeth
REB,
2/14/91 was one of the most
specialdaysofmy life. You've
made me so happy and I look
forward to our life together.
Puppies and kittens? I love
you.
L1G
To Rob and Loern- Grunt,
grunt: get the ticket.
Love, Tammy
Leah-There would be no
1990-91 yearbook without
you. Thanks! Also a special
thank you to the entire year-
book staff.
Elizabeth
Bob 0: Ok, ok..•you are cute
and sweet. (But Rob IsCUTER
AND SWEETER!) Too bad we
never did bond!
Belinda
WE LOVE YOU BEEFCAKE!
Tammy- WHERE'S MY
SOURCREAM?
Pookle: ". want you to know I
believe In your song•••You've
helped me through, you've
made me strong." I'm gonna
be lost without you next year.
I love you.
BooJ
THURMAN(Maintenance Man
of the Month): Thanks for
lunch." was a very emotional
moment that we shared and I
will never forget your gener-
osity. I can. only hope that
some day I will find someone •
else as chivalrous as you.
Belinda, the Employee of the
Month.
VI~lJe,wealthy Japanese man
seeks longhaired beautiful
woman with light eyes and a
passion for pool, car audio
and fine restaurants. Respond
via the Nova Knight office.
Attention ALL radio station
personnel. Your teamwork
made Nova radio a reality this
past year. Thanks for hanging
In there. see you next year.
Elizabeth
Robbie-Thank you for the
romantic nights full of soft
music, strawberry bubbles,
candles In the bathroom, din-
ner In bed and the evenlng-
wear.
Your sweet-heart, Belinda.
To all SCCadvlsors-Thanks.
Jay
"You- you're Just like Jerry
lewis, you give me hope to
carryon and then you strap
on your six-guns and leave
me In the lurch!"
So what do you want from a
personal??
sc j.' S
Dear Lori S.- Thanks for ev-
erything you've done this
year. You're great!
Joe and Tammy
To Rob and Loren: Where's
our presents and when are
you going to cook us dinner?
W. love you, Tammy and
Belinda
Dear Angela- Congrats on
becoming one of THEM.
Your x-frlends.(ha-ha)
GAY MALE BONDING, Sat. In
Rosenthal 6-9.
WANKERs-snLL MISSING:
Headphones, Dick Clark, Cart
#628, Deb's Bra.
Woody
Rosencrantz and
Gulldenstern: You'll eat your
words yet!
To the Nova Knight Staff.:..A
tremendous effort and re-
markable Improvement. I'm
looking forward to the first
Issue of the 1991-92 school
year.
Elizabeth
Lou-Stop reading people's
personal ads.
Belinda
"God Is dead"
-F. Nietzsche
Thanks to all the yearbook
staffmembers.You havedone
a great Job. Also, thanks to
Elizabeth Frazier anc:lJonnle
Johnson for your help.
Leah
·**WARNING·** The Jax and
Kev showannounces the end
of a desperate year of radio.
We would like to thank Nova
for getting so INVOLVEDwith
WNKR during the lastyear. To
all our loyal listeners: ZARK
OFF! WE KNOW YOU DON'T
EXIST! The $1000 offer has
ended, you LOSE!
Your hosts,
Jax and Kev/Kev and Jax
Belinda: What makes you
think ANYBODY wants to
waste their time reading your
personal ads.
Lou, Director of Student Or-
ganizations
To the owner of the hot pink
Jaguar at Parker Bldg.: You
left your lights on, so I
smashed them out for ya. No
need to thank me,Just being a
good samaritan.
"The Bat"
Belinda- Thanks for being
there. You deserved better. I
will give you that and more.
Woody
Lost Gulfstream racing ticket
In the Rosenthal Bldg. PICK
SIX ticket for 4/12. LARGE
REWARD OFFERED. Please
deliver to the Nova Knight of-
fice If found.
Gee Lou-Maybe 'cause you
keep reading them.
Belinda
Listen to the Big Wanker. Sat
3-6 for the cookie-puss show
PERSONALS
with Bootllp.
12 days til Angela gets IT!
Woody
Belinda-about that red
dress?
To Nicola: The best teacher
onecould have.Thanksto you
I've enjoyed my 1st year at
Nova.
Tammy
"Are Kevin or Jack there?"
To Rob and Belinda: When
are we going to la careta.
••.1 am hungry.
HEARD THRU THE GRAPE-
VINE: Lawton Chiles loves
FTV students, Just walt til his
surprise next year.
To Loren-You are the love of
my life! I could never ask for
anything more than the love
we share. You're the best!
I love you. Tlgger
"YOU LIKE YOGURT?"
Ro~You CANNOT play with
my boyfriend anymore!
Love, Tammy
"NOTHING."
The SHOE
P.S.: I AM L's LOVER.
GOODBYE NOVA-
"was a blast trying to spark a
little reaction out of you all via
the paper and the radio. Too
bad I failed.
Love and Kisses,
JAX
P.S.: Shoe rUles, Belinda and
Rob I give four months MAX,
good luck Tammy, goodbye
LSP, marry me Kev, Lou and
Jay-you're a pain In my butt,
Angela-DOINK!(That's all.)
HOUSING
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Magnificent 4 bedroom 2bath
villa with over 2200sq. ft. high
cathedral ceilings, end unit,
split bedroom plan, fans
throughout, overlooking pool
and tennis courts $98,500.
Marlene Days 572-6567 Eve.
473-0707
1/1 ROOM FOR RENT IN
townhouse, $320. 3/2
townhouse with loft, $875.
Both come with pool and
tennis courts. Located In
Pembroke Pines Lakes. Call
Angelita at 653-8400.
Close to school-prlvledge,
plus Washer and Dryer. Com-
munitypooland Tennlscourts
$ 300 a month. Ca1l475-8n6,
ask for Marge or Ida.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 bedroom 2 bath end unit
Villa, 1700 sq. ft., cathedral
ceilings, oversized screened
patio with Jacuzzi, alarm sys-
tem, fans In every room. By
pool and playground$88,000.
George 473-4967.
2 Bedroom/2Bathroom
Apartment for Sublease
Current lease expires In
January '92. Spilt plan, Ideal
for roommates. second floor
HOUSING
with balcony overlooking the
water. Rents for less than
$700. Washer and dryer
Included. Vaulted clellng,
vertical blinds, and many
other luxury features.
Clubhouse, swimming pool,
Jacuzzi, racquetball court,
picnic areas. Located In
Plantation, near University
Drive.
Available In early April.
Leave message: 424-3922
SERVICES
COMPUTER TYPING $1 each
page research and editing 24
hours andadditional services
at reasonable rates. Dr. Cell
LIpschitz, Ph.D. 424-9015.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
ALL TYPING WELCOME, IN-
CLUDING Theses, Resumes,
and Term Papers. Fast, ac-
curate, reliable, and reason-
able. W.P. Laser Printer, no-
tary, Boca Raton Call
Marianne (407) 368-0847.
TERM PAPERS E.T.C.
Double Spaced 1, to 10 pgs.
$1.75 per pg. 10 pgs. & up
$1.50 per pg. Call Sarah at
370-9035.
--------------------WORD PROCESSING
Tape Transcription, Laser
Printer, FAX. FASTEFFICIENT
SERVICE. CALL: (305) 742-
8123.
"THE TOUCH OF A KEY"
Typing service-low rates
-quality-quick response
Linda Marie (305) 749-8350.
Howard Word Processing
Low prices, laser printer,
practlcums, resumes, term
papers etc. and fast service.
Call, Susan 721-5589
Word Processing Service.
Experienced In graduate level
work. Close to school. $2.00
perpage;$2.25with footnotes.
call Donna at 581-8993.
Writer's Helper (Ph.D.), Edu-
cational Psychology). Thesis!
dissertation speclallst-writer,
editor, teaches- guides you
throughout entire process:
Idea development through fi-
nal draft. (407) 274-4107.
Typing - Typing - Typing
"Iwill doallyourtyplngneeds"
Papers MLA & APA styles,
resumes, correspondence,
cassettte transcriptions. Call
Marie at 966-8054.
Word Processing Specialist.
services Include: term pa-
pers, resumes, cassette tran-
scripts, proffessloilal laser
printing, and editing/proof-
reading/spell check. Call Lynn
at 563-4683.
"Words Galore"-Professlooal
Word Processing; free pick-
up/delivery available; serving
Weston, Davie, Sunrise, & vi-
cinity. Call: 389-5013.
Typing/ Word Processing
Term Papers, Resumes,
Dlsertatlons, Manuscripts,
Familiar with APA and MLA
formats. Only five minutes
from Nova. Call Malodea 791-
2298.
SER\lICES
Typing By Edithe
Expert professional typing.
Shorthand, letters, contracts,
legal, dictaphone, research
papers, term papers, theses,
resumes, reports, editing,
manuscripts, and proofread-
Ing free of charge. Call 456-
0986.
Hair by Evelyn: Curls (wave
nouveaullelsure) Perms.
Llscenced cosmetologist
since 1979. Call Evelyn Jor-
dan at 733-4044.
NOVA OCEANOGRAPHY
CENTER Invites you to Happy
Hour every Friday evening
from 5pm. to 8pm. Featuring
sand volleyball, Imported
beer, and softdrlnks.
DR TYPING SERVICE
Lowprices, pick-up and deliv-
ery services. Word Process-
IngofResumes, manuscripts,
& term papers.
Cali Diana at 753-7980.
ErvlPLOYlv'lENT
$6/hr+ Work at home In your
spare time. Easy fun work.
Call Jerry at 566-6188, 10-5
Part-time dental receptionist
Great locatlon,lighttyplng and
phone answering. Call Dr.
Blrnsat 680-2237.
Need X-Ira cash?
sell designer T-shirts, fantas-
tic Income opportunity! For
details send $1 & S.A.S.E. to
K.E.C.17531 N. W. 2nd Ave.
#252, Miami Florida 33169.
BABYSITTER NEEDED.
Experle,nce preferred M-F.
days. Flexible hours contact
Kim
3365 College Ave.
Room 208 B.
Lupos Pizza Delivery driver
needed, excellentearning op-
portunities. Call Rick or
Georgia at 370-0784.
EXCITING JOBS IN
ALASKA!
HIRING Men - Women,
Summer/Year Round;
Fishing, Canneries, Log-
ging,Mining,Construction,
011 Companies. Skilled/
Unskilled. Transportation.
$600 plus weekly.
CALL NOWI
1-206-736-7000, Ext. B1224
COLLKlE
STUDENTS
LOOKINGFOR
SUM MmpBS
Large National company
now Interviewing for full-
time Summer positions.
Work Inareaofyourchoice.
We offer:
Company Training
Scholarships
Paid Vacations
Get an education you can't
get In the classroom. call
now for a personal Inter-
view.
1-305-564-2999
Ca.I1 Now 370-2500
3501 B. UJd.~rIIi~y :Dr:I.".
S1Ii.te. 1 a aDavie, P1ori.k 33328
(3015) .3'78-aaoo
_I~~~""'·'""0'
~.
Fort Lauderdale
18'7-llla-y._ ...._a _
Habla Espaiiol
Davie
A~~;'p.§J.'....
-----~..-
moowfuiJ almiroJ
g~1j(fiffi~~
CALL TODAYI AVOID THESE
POSSIBLE PENALTIES
~p",.. -"0--'00
....~A,.,...
....~II".'1.,
Excellent Service, Est. 1983
SR 22's Immediately
No one Refused
Any Driver
Any Age
Any Auto - Motorcycle - Truck
Full Service Auto Tag Agency
Low Down Payments
Low Monthly Payments
PIP/PO At Once
Commerical & Business
Let- Knight'Prot'ect' You.
QElIIERAL • C08IIBTIC DBH IIB1'RY
Now Accepting
Nova·s Dental Plan
wm~~
.~.,..
a"~;~,
~~..,
POOlS/DE
3 sJlIV€ €/YT€RTI1/fffY/€ffT
~ SUNDAY 3
4 PfY/ TO 8 PfY/
~~E~~ mE WEE ~E~~
475-8QOO
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STARTS AT Q P.M.
DUYONE i
I
IlARDEQUE GET i
2nD FOR i
IfALF PRICE i
(Of £QI.l<I OIlfiS£....«) ;-
WTH lUIS COUKJl'l •
I
(0,,£. €N«s f'/AV Q6. 1991) I.• :'.1
LOCATE:D ON NOIJA ORIIJE: (llE:n.JE:E:N UN~J€RSITV r., PINE: Isumo)
At ARROWHEAb Golf 8< SlIC!rtsCl~bl
i---'
·your Familj's-Dental
~ealth Is Our
Greatest Concem
Quality Dental Care • Affordable Prices!
All 5endces provided IncIudlng".BoncIIng,
PorceIaIltVeneers, Root canals. Tooth
WhItening and PerI0dontaI Procedures.
Ask about ourSENIOR CITlZENSDISCOUNT
Bradley &Robin Bims, D.D.S.
GENERAL &. (OSMme
DENTISTRY
1~;l~l-
I::;i
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100 ~11 LLION PAIR OF 'P ANT '(rIO5 E ARE 8 EJNG SOLD
7 .PE:~\I)E:E:K, AND THEY ALL Rt)N, .. lJ~~TIL NOW!
TIMING IS THE KEY Tel WEALTH, .
J YOU COULD BE R·ICH BY GETTING IN
I ,', " ON THE FRONT LINES' ,'.
I
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